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It all began here
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heroes

The LRC had a professional
atmosphere, which helped with
staying motivaed and focused
in my writing.
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Writtig and essay was something
I found difficult.

But now I can write an essay

with strong ideas.
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With its well-known LRC,
as a class assignment I headed over
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Libraries are always soothing,
so I was really excited to check
out the LRC.

It was for the day I wrote my
second draft for Progressions 2.
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knew this would
be your average class

My expectations ting essays where my
soonchanged. cOutd be clearty heard.

But progressions hetped
me devetop a strong voice.
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Though the meeting was short , I was able to learn

The common mistakes and make a few more

nnprovements in my essay.
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Before I had issues with MLA
but after a few months I was
able to catch on-

In-class discussions were
always helpful when I
wanted to develop
strong ideas.

Writing became an exciting challenge, that drove me
to improve on my writing style.

It also gave me
a lot to write
about.
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